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An Overview of the Awards

We realized how challenging and laborious organizing an award can be after we have
started working on ours. Yet it is a good way to not only acknowledge some of the best
practices but also start a discussion about various developments of urbanism in Colorado.
Even though we have received limited entries, the entries represent a wide variety of scales
and contexts and all of them exemplify high quality of urbanism.
We have many to thank: first, we want to thank all of our participants for contributing
to the first ever CNU CO Charter Awards. With your submissions you actively support
CNU Colorado in its efforts to promote successful urbanism and showcase the strength of
Colorado’s local planning and design culture. Then we have the jury members: Kathleen
McCormick, John Carpenter and Peter Park, who gave to this effort their precious time
and valuable comments. We sincerely appreciate this. As in any volunteer-based non-profit
organization in CNU Colorado as well things are done only if somebody takes a task and
owns it. That person for the CNU Colorado Charter Awards has been our board member
Constanze Arenz-Kulkarni. First she prepared a detailed report reviewing similar awards in
the country which followed by a detailed proposal. Then she carried it all till the preparation
of this document. Thank you Constanze.
Finally, this being the first, we have some shortcomings and made some mistakes,
from which we are learning. But we have good intentions – after all, only our intentions
can be perfect.
Korkut Onaran
President, CNU Colorado

I got engaged with CNU Colorado as a Master of Urban Design student at the University
of Colorado, Denver. Previously I had worked as an architect, planner and competition
advisor in Munich, Germany. So when it came to selecting my last class I decided to do an
independent study, combining my professional experience with my engagement for New
Urbanism, outlining a concept for a competition for CNU Colorado. And what began as
a student project evolved into the first ever CNU Colorado Urban Design Awards, a very
laborious, humbling but also rewarding task as Korkut outlined above. Thank you to every
one who contributed to this effort!
After having to postpone the entry deadline to March 10th, we had the jury meeting
on March 14, 2015 in Denver. Overall the jury was impressed by the quality of the entries
submitted within the four categories. The jury agreed on the observation that all the
entries together represented a good cross-section of recent high-quality urbanist projects
in Colorado and took it’s time to discuss each project and decide on the awards. We have
recorded the jury in their meeting and you will find a summary of their comments on the
following pages.
Constanze Arenz-Kulkarni
Member of Board of Directors, CNU Colorado

WWW.CNUCOLORADO.ORG

HIGHMAR SENIOR HOUSING
Category:
Location:
Size: 		
Open Space:
Time Frame:
Project Type:

Best Built Project in Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
59 units, 61,062 GSF 2.17 acres / 27 du
74,015 sq. ft.
2011 – June 2014, Completed
Affordable Senior Housing

High Mar Senior Housing is an affordable senior
housing project that reclaimed a challenging infill site of
a neighborhood pool and tennis club abandoned in 2003.
High Mar offers affordable housing for active adults, the
first affordable housing development in Boulder specifically
targeting seniors in more than 30 years. The 59 units fulfill
the need for 100% permanently affordable households 55
years of age and older, earning between 40% and 60% of
the Area Median Income.
The design for High Mar is contextually sensitive
to and deliberately reinforces the street edge as Moorhead
Ave curves to meet Table Mesa Drive. One of the design
precepts for High Mar is defensible space; individual
residences as well as shared community spaces are active
on all sides of the building. The “L” shaped building also
creates defensible space for the resulting outdoor area;

Submitted by:
			
Other Partners:
			
			
			

The Abo Group, Inc.,
Kevin K Yoshida and Bob Wilson
Boulder Housing Partners,
Deneuve Construction,
JVA Inc, Studio NYL,
BCER, Wenk

individual residences and gathering areas look directly onto
the public open space to provide safety and security.
High Mar is designed to be an appropriate
densification the sub-urban zone (C-3) of the urban-to-rural
transect for Boulder, Colorado. It appropriately densifies a
second ring suburb and maintains a growth boundary that
preserves existing topography, landscape and open space.
The new design bridges the historic patterns of post-war
single family housing and apartments from the 1980’s.
The site design for High Mar supports connectivity
at many scales from integration of a multi-modal path for
pedestrians and cycles to free EcoPasses for residents to
access local and regional bus service. High Mar leverages
Boulder’s educational assets though the University of
Colorado Senior Auditors Program, 2.6 miles away and
easily accessed by public transit.
High Mar stands as an excellent reminder of how
critical the public outreach process is to a successful project.
The site plan and building design were carefully crafted as
a result of several rounds of public meetings resulting in
almost unanimous community support. Perhaps the most
significant lesson learned was that of patience. From the
challenge of funding procurement in the entitlement and
design stages to unique and unforeseen weather conditions
(i.e., 100 year flood) during the construction stage, the
project was successfully completed through the diligence
and professionalism of a strong team committed to the
process and vision of the owner.

JURY COMMENTS
High Mar provides affordable living options for the elderly, it has a diverse and well-scaled architecture which makes
density not only acceptable, but desirable. It is located between the 50’s suburban cul-de-sac houses and the 80’s multifamily
buildings. It bridges these characters well. It has generous open space, a south-facing green, and a community garden.
PV panels that create shelter for cars in the parking lot is innovative. It provides access to a multi-modal path. It is on
transit route. Its architecture is appealing and the massing is well-scaled. It ties things together for its surrounding. It is an
exemplary project in terms of CNU principles.
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boulder, co
cnu colorado charter awards 2014 - #80251

PEAK ONE NEIGHBORHOOD
Category:
Location:
Size: 		
Time Frame:
			
Project Type:

Best Built Project in Colorado
Frisco, Colorado
69 residential units
Phase 1-4: Completed 2014
Phase 5: Under Construction
Affordable Family Homes

Located at the edge of the existing Town
of Frisco street grid, the Peak One Neighborhood
is
a
compact
infill
development
providing
affordable housing for a diverse population.
The site is a challenging one, with steep terrain and complex
connections to existing trails and streets. The site plan
responds to these challenges with a curved street plan that
provides maximum connectivity to the existing street grid and
to the popular walking and bike trails. Common open spaces
at a variety of scales serve the neighborhood and surrounding
community and accommodate the richness of daily life.
A generous central neighborhood park, community gardens,
pocket parks, green courts, and a network of connective
trails create a strong hierarchy of pedestrian connections
and provide opportunities for neighborly interaction.
Fences, gates and kiosks are an essential part of the open
space system, encouraging use and creating a strong sense
of place. The close proximity of social spaces on the site
creates synergies between lifestyles and fosters social
activity in the public realm.
The residential lots are small and predominantly
alley-loaded. The houses have a strong street presence.
Porches face onto streets and greens, creating an appealing,
pedestrian-friendly streetscape. Side yard use easements
allow residents of each house to enjoy functional outdoor

JURY COMMENTS

Submitted by:
Other Partners:
			
			
			
			

Wolff Lyon Architects
Pel-Ona Architects & Urbanists
Ten Mile Partners, LLC
Traditional Neighborhood Builders
Matthew Stais Architecture
Tetra Tech ISG

space while keeping lots small.
There are 12 unit types, providing a diverse selection
of housing options. The majority of the houses are compact
two- to three-bedroom cottages of 1100-1400 square feet.
The houses are designed with one open side, which faces
onto the side yard and allows sunlight to penetrate into the
living spaces.
The architectural style of the buildings reflects
the simple forms and timeless character of mountain
architecture:
earthy colors,
and human-scale
Side
yardsimple
use forms,
easements
allows
each
details. Houses are Energy-Star certified, use recyclable
house
to have
outdoor
space
while
and renewable
materials,
and feature
passive solar
design.

keeping lots small.

At street corners, duplexes address
each street.

Peak One is a successful extension of the downtown area. It provides a good resolution to completing the street grid and
connecting to it. It is positive that one of the streets adjacent to the open space provides access for the whole neighborhood.
The site plan is organized around the public realm effectively. It incorporates generous common amenities; Hill-top Park,
Crescent Park, community gardens, green courts. It provides a diverse environment. It fits its context. Affordability is
created by small houses on small lots, which is exemplary. Street corners are addressed by duplexes, alleys are utilized well.
Traditional architecture with porches facing common greens or streets is positive. The character is very much like that of
the surrounding town, Frisco – strong local reference. In summary, it has the most attributes in terms of the CNU Charter:
street grid, affordability, public realm, small houses on small lots with diversity in house and lot types, and respect for the
local architectural mountain character. Some sidewalks are missing, more sidewalks would be better in terms of providing
walkability.

om for pockets of public open space.
Alleys provide service access and
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Hilltop Park offers unique views
of the mountains in a more
secluded setting, and is also on
a popular trail to town.
Cabin Green is a moderately-sized
green court and is easily visible from
the houses surrounding it.
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Crescent Park is a large, centrallylocated outdoor area appropriate
for sports, large groups, etc.
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• connect to the existing Frisco
street grid
• define blocks
• respond to natural topography

Community gardens with
a greenhouse create a
gathering place for the
whole neighborhood.

PATHS

• preserve existing trails
• maintain direct paths across site
• connect green spaces, activity
nodes, & social centers
• encourage walking
• create a sense of place
• foster neighborly interactions

Attractive mid-block pathways
are important to pedestrian
connectivity

Detached sidewalks and alley-loaded
houses with ample porches help to
create a pleasant and pedestrianfriendly environment.
Pathways through the site connect to the
existing Recreation Path
Portals along pathways encourage use
and create a strong sense of place.

BlOCkS

• narrow lots
• alley-loaded
• ample front porches
• strong building presence
• sidewalks and street trees

BUIlDINgS

• compact floor plans
• side yards bring in light & air
• solar orientation
• sustainable materials
• human-scale details
• 90% deed-restricted

PLAZA DE LA GENTE
Category:
Location:
Lot Size:
Plaza Space:
Time Frame:
Project Type:

Best Unbuilt Project in Colorado
4401 Morrison Road, Denver, CO
23,000 sq. ft.
10,000 sq. ft.
May - November 2014
Real Estate Diversity Initiative (REDI)

In July of 2014, a group of eleven people met in
the gym of the Denver Indian Resource Center to kick
off the 2014 Real Estate Diversity Initiative (REDI)
class. This program is a partnership between the City of
Denver’s Office of Economic Development (OED) and
the Urban Land Institute (ULI) intended to offer real world
development experience for people currently employed in
related real estate fields.
Our group of eleven consisted of: a commercial
and a residential realtor, a planner, a landscape architect,
an urban designer, a construction manager, a property
manager, a community activist, a development coordinator,
an architect and a business development consultant.
The assignment for 2014 was to come up with a
development vision for an oddly shaped parcel of land
located at Morrison Road in Denver. The parcel was
acquired by the Urban Land Conservancy (UCL), with
financial support from OED and the mandate that it be used
as part of a community revitalization effort. Shortly after,
the surrounding trailer park was acquired by a local housing

Submitted by:
Team: 		
			
			
			
			

U3 Urban Design LLC
Alvin McBorrough, AnaClaudia			
Maghalaes, Barbara Myrick, Benita
Duran, Constanze Arenz-Kulkarni, Dana
Rommerdahl, Danny Rubio, Diane Tran,
Kari Mundschau, Michele Tonti, Yong Cho

developer and will deliver 185 affordable housing units by
2016. This will double the number of affordable rental units
in a three mile vicinity.
The first consideration was therefore to not add
to affordable housing but to provide services that are
lacking in the neighborhood and are community oriented.
After extensive research we proposed concept of an early
childhood education center, healthy eating establishment
and community dental/health clinic that would not only
serve unmet community needs, but would also generate
sorely needed local employment. A second consideration
was Westwood’s desire to see an open plaza that would
animate the street and encourage community gathering.
Ultimately we decided to do the seemingly
impossible: to give the neighborhood the amenities it is
Project
Overview
– Site
lacking
and to provide
a multifuctional
openBackground!
plaza area.
Finally, this approach also resulted in a financially viable
pro-forma based on actual current market rents.

Thriftway Site

Old Thriftway Building (now demolished)

JURY COMMENTS

The jury is convinced that Plaza de la Gente would be a very positive contribution to the surrounding context. An
important part of CNU’s advocacy is about social concern and social justice and this proposal is exemplary of how these
© 2014 Plaza De La Gente
Page § 4
concerns can be an integral part of an urban intervention. The protected
play area is well-thought out. The plaza
is an
appealing place to bring together people from all groups and ages; it is a much-needed amenity in this neighborhood. The
shade structure is innovative. The building shape is a good response to a challenging site; it creates positive spaces. The
retail on Morrison Road is challenging. The idea of organizing the space around a plaza is the right approach.
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pla z a de l a g e nt e
a catalytic project for westwood
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The ‘Plaza de la Gente’ project is located
on Morrison Road in Denver, one of the
few diagonal streets that break up the
usual rectangular grid. The street is the
heart of the Westwood neighborhood and
serves as a local commercial corridor.
The neighborhood is characterrized by a
young, predominantly hispanic population
and has long suffered from neglect.
But in recent years Westwood has started
a comeback thanks to the residents
and business owners as well as the
City of Denver and engaged non-profit
organizations. Nevertheless, there is still a
lot to be done to make the neighborhood
an economically thriving, more livable
and healthy place. And this is where this
projects comes into place.
With ‘Plaza de la Gente’ a multidisciplinary
team of volunteers proposes a viable
development that gives the neighborhood
the amenities it is most lacking: Child care,
healthy dining and medical services as
well as a much needed and desired public
space where new and old residents can
gather and relax.
On street parking and a shared access
with the proposed 100 unit affordable
housing project to the North-East of the
site allow an effective use of the space.
The plaza space will be level with no curb
cut, allowing for barrier free access. The
play yard for the early childhood education
facility is placed in the protected backside
of the building, facing the Denver Indian
Center.
The architecture of the building with
the characteristic shading structure is a
modern play on the hispanic heritage as
well as the warm Denver climate. They also
contribute to the unique sense of place.

TRIANGLE TRANSFORMATIONS
Category:
Location:
			
Time Frame:
Project Type:

Best Tactical Urbanism or Intervention
Golden Triangle, Denver, CO
Acoma St between 12th and 11th Ave
8 hours on September 19, 2013
Pop-up workshop

Triangle Transformations represents the intersection
between tactical urbanism and public engagement.
Typically, community members are asked to give input in a
planning process by attending meetings or participating in
online surveys. Triangle Transformations introduced a new
method for community participation. It brought a series
of urban interventions to the street, creating a real-life
demonstration of how a typical neighborhood street could
be transformed into a vibrant, people-based place.
Over 200 participants interacted with a series of pilot
project ideas in exciting, active ways. Demonstrations
included a two-way protected bike facility; parklet spaces;
enhanced crosswalks; temporary bulbouts; visioning for

Submitted by:
			
Other Partners:
			
			
			

City of Denver Community Planning and
Development, Sarah Showalter
Consultant team included MIG,
Sky to Ground, Fox Tuttle Hernandez and
community partners such as the Golden 		
Triangle Association

adjacent parking lots; and poster boards, comment cards,
and other displays related to district open spaces, design
and architecture. Local musicians, dancers, ping pong and
bocce added lively entertainment deep into the evening,
and food vendors kept the crowd full and happy as they
explored the neighborhood’s future together.
Through all of the fun and activity, the project team
gained important input that helped shape the plan’s projects,
policies, programs and implementation actions. The plan,
which was adopted by City Council in November 2014,
contains many bold recommendations that are based on
the community excitement and support that was generated
at Triangle Transformations. Because of the event, the
neighborhood
The event was truly innovative since it took something
that can be very abstract for people – planning – and made
it tangible and engaging. It will have a lasting impact on
the built environment of the Golden Triangle since it
generated wide-spread community support for permanent
improvements that are recommended by the plan –
including new bike facilities (such as a two-way cycle track
on Broadway), pedestrian improvements at intersections,
and reclaiming “leftover” spaces in the public realm for
active, people-oriented open spaces.
The final plan is available at www.denvergov.org/
goldentriangle

JURY COMMENTS
Tactical urbanism, in principle, is kind of an informal intervention. It is used to show how simple things like bike lanes, seating areas,
and small plazas make a difference in creating a strong public realm. It is unconventional in the sense that citizens take over and show
the municipality that they will make a difference by implementing some of these changes themselves. The Triangle Transformations
project is different. Here, the City makes the tactical urbanism process formal. In a way, the practice of protest is being absorbed by the
City, which is interesting. The City uses the same hands-on techniques – involving people in a fun way, drawing pedestrian crosswalks
and bike lanes on the ground – to test certain design solutions and to reassess the public realm. New Urbanism has been all about
creating a strong public realm and challenging conventional planning decisions that weaken the public realm. Triangle Transformations
is an out-of-the box way of motivating and involving people in transforming their urban environment in simple ways.
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NORTH METRO DENVER CITIZENS’ TRANSPORTATION SUMMIT
Category:
Location:
Time Frame:
Project Type:
Project Area:

Best Tactical Urbanism or Intervention
The Oxford Hotel Denver, CO
April 25th, 2013, 1:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Presentation and Panel Discussion
I-70 corridor in North Denver

On April 25, a group of passionate and enthusiastic
volunteers came together to present a large body of
research, experience and design ideas which supports a
‘highway to boulevard’ idea for the I-70 corridor. The
motivation behind this Summit was the less than ideal
solution currently preferred by CDOT which widens the
interstate by up to three times and further disconnects the
local neighborhoods and street networks. The outcome of
the Summit was two fold, first it raised awareness about
the I-70 East project’s public review process and second it
pushed for the inclusion of a I-70 re-route and boulevard
alternative as a fully considered and evaluated alternative.
More than 150 people attended the Summit to learn
about this once in a lifetime opportuntiy to improve the
neighborhood livability and regional connectivity for North
Denver by replacing the elevated highway with an at grade
boulevard. The speakers at the summit were eight local
experts from various backgrounds, joined by former CNU
president John Norquist as keynote speaker.
The presentations did not only illustrate the necessity
of getting a boulevard alternative included in the EIS,

Submitted by:
Team: 		
			
			
Sponsors:

U3 Urban Design
All the presenters listed on the right,
Unite North Metro Denver and countless
volunteers including U3 Urban Design
CNU Colorado and private donors

they also showed that this solution is viable: Not only can
it handle the expected traffic volume but it would also
improve local connectivity, generate an attractive gateway
to the city, benefit the local economy and the real estate
market, provide a healthier environment and better living
conditions.
One of the key results of the summit was also that
Denver should embrace the chance that this project is
offering for shaping an attractive, urban Northern edge of
the city. Transportation planning should not - as it is now
- be a standalone process, but instead an integral part of
urban design and community planning. Neither discipline
should be pursued in absence of the other, but in this case,
that is exactly what is happening.
The Summit’s ultimate goal was to promote a process
that fully considers and evaluates all viable alternatives in
order to best fulfill the needs of the residents of the region,
the city and the local neighborhoods for whom these
roadways are meant to serve.

Context

Summit Audience

JURY COMMENTS

The I-70 Summit is an example of how a citizen advocacy group can raise an important urban issue and create a constructive
discussion. Events like this summit can also be effective in facilitating the EIS process better, which aims to increase the public’s
awareness of impacts of these kinds of projects in the first place. CNU supports strengthening the internal urban grids and providing
boulevards instead of a transportation systems that depend on interstates. In that sense, this event and its scope is very relevant for CNU.
The summit discussed and demonstrated the negative impact that I-70 caused in the surrounding neighborhoods through the years. It
also evaluated the CDOT’s proposal critically. It raised the attendees’ awareness of the impacts of CDOT’s proposals. It also underlines
that there are alternatives.
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north metro denver citizens’

transportation summit
oxford hotel

friday april 25th, 2014
from 1:00 - 6:00 pm

PART I - EXISTING CONDITIONS AND PROCESS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Armando Payan - Neighborhood Overview
Steve Kinney - Residential Real Estate Trends
Cynthia Thorstad - Project Budgets and Comparisons
Jane Boand - EIS Process and Timelines
Robert Yuhnke - Community Health Impacts of Highways
James DeFrancia - Neighborhood Planning & Development

PART II - REIMAGINING HIGHWAYS

John Norquist - National Overview and Trends
Peter Swift - Highways into Complete Streets
Dean Foreman - A Grand Boulevard for Denver
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On April 25, a group of passionate and enthusiastic volunteers came together to present
a large body of research, experience and design ideas which supports a ‘highway to
boulevard’ idea for the I-70 corridor. The motivation behind this Summit was the less
than ideal solution currently preferred by CDOT which widens the interstate by up to
three times and further disconnects the local neighborhoods and street networks. The
expected outcome of the Summit was two fold, first it raised awareness about the I-70
East project’s public review process and second it pushed for inclusion of a I-70 re-route
and boulevard alternative as a fully considered and evaluated alternative. More than
150 people attended the Summit to learn about this once in a lifetime opportuntiy to
improve the neighborhood livability and regional connectivity for North Denver.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

stapleton

transit lines with stops
street network
bike trails

Network

80ac

enhancing connectivity
by recreating a network

Colorado Blvd - West

Neighborhood
Section
expand existing 46th Avenue for
future travel lanes
direct access to the boulevard for
businesses & residents
clustered trees improve air quality
and reduce noise
medians manage storm water
quality and quantity
hike / bike trail connects sand
creek to south platte river

≈ 80 acres of recaptured land = 3.84 million square feet

=

=

Recaptured Areas

5 times civic center park

new opportunities to grow

Colorado Blvd - East
33” 20” 33” 11”

Industrial
Section
expand existing frontage roads for
future travel lanes
!
hike / bike trail connects sand
creek to south platte river
!
bio-swales manage storm water
quality and quantity
!
clustered trees improve air quality
and reduce noise
!
direct access to the boulevard for
businesses

33”

80”

33”

RE:IMAGINE I-70
Category:
Location:
Time Frame:
Size:		
Project Type:
			

Best Student Project in Colorado
Denver, CO
Fall Semester 2012
11 mile long transit corridor
Studio Project at the University of Colorado
Denver

Re:Imagine I-70 – was largely informed by and aims
to advance many of the central tenets contained within the
Charter of the New Urbanism. At its heart, the project is
built around a concept of organizing a string of disparate
neighborhoods along a cohesive multi-modal transit
corridor and, in turn, creating a series of walkable, denser,
pedestrian-scaled places in place of a freeway that promotes
none of these characteristics. As a result of this move, the
city and region create invaluable opportunities to stem the
flow of development to the fringes of the metropolitan area
by providing hundreds of acres accessible, flexible, and
sustainable land that can be used to strengthen existing
places, provide much needed open space, and bolster the
tax base of city.
This project finds its strength and innovation in
providing a multi-lateral solution to the complex set of
issues that arise following the removal or rerouting of
a highway, including a concept for the highest and best
land uses for recaptured land, a multimodal proposal for
mitigating the growing travel demand in the region, and
a glimpse at a potential urban design solution that would

Submitted by:
Team: 		
			
			
			

Jason Newsome
Jordan Block, Samantha Danforth,
AnaClaudia Magalhaes,
Brandon McNellis, Jason Newsome,
Jian Tang

turn north Denver neighborhoods from a series of edge
conditions into places with a physical fabric redolent of
their unique spirit
The project explores a solution that is equitable and
potentially life-altering for the families that live in the
neighborhoods and for those that pass by or through
the corridor every day. The vision promotes a culture of
sustainable growth and community by increasing access
to essential amenities and transit options and providing a
forum for all of North Denver to share in the metropolitan
area’s quickly expanding prosperity.
Though the project was not conceived with the goal
of implementation, we are proud that the work has been
embraced or discussed at a city and state level. The work has
transcended the classroom and has been presented several
times and otherwise utilized within professional groups, the
effected communities, and to municipal and state entities
and we believe that this is a testament to the boldness of the
concept as well as the detailed analysis that supports it.
We are proud to present Re:Imagine I-70 as a daring
visualization of the potential of north Denver and its
communities. We believe that its stands up to scrutiny as
a multi-disciplinary exposition on the latent promises of
communities severed for decades from the lifeblood of
their city as well as a provocative solution to the questions
of increased congestion and inaccessibility paradoxically
caused by our urban freeway infrastructure. It is our hope
that the work can help inform the discourse surrounding
urban freeways that will be taking place in cities across
the United States as the nation’s infrastructure becomes
obsolete.pro-forma based on actual current market rents.

JURY COMMENTS
Many of the comments provided for the I-70 Summit are valid for this entry as well. The proposed solution addresses
an important issue and it fits one of the CNU initiatives, which is “Highways to Boulevards.” It is a provoking proposal
and encourages many to recognize that there are alternative solutions for our transportation challenges beyond the usual
response, that is, more highways. The proposal provides a strong urban place, the boulevard, which is inspiring.
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North Denver’s I-70 Corridor TODAY:
a residential neighborhood cut off from itself and the rest of Denver by Interstate 70, freight rail yards, and an underutilized riverfront.

North Denver’s I-70 Corridor TOMORROW:
a walkable, bikable community with a range of housing types and easy access to neighborhood services, jobs, and transit.

a bustling urban center with a mixture of uses neighborhood serving amenities, commercial shopping district, and a riverfront destination.

an employment and job training center clustered near transit and as a buffer between the stable residential and industrial areas.

RE-IMAGINE I-70.

PARK PLACE OLDE TOWN
Category:
Location:
Size:		
Time Frame:
Project Type:

Best Built Project
Arvada, CO
2.88 acre, 152 dwelling units
2012 till present, 50% completed
Housing, Urban Infill Project

The development of the new light rail station in Olde
Town is the catalyst for infill growth in the Town of Arvada.
Park Place Olde Town is envisioned as the model of higher
residential density to attract new residents to discover the
dynamic Olde Town. The five-story multifamily residential
building will be the first, five-story building in Arvada and
will provide 152 dwelling units. All units will have views of
the adjacent McIlvoy Park and most units will enjoy views
of the Rockies to the west and downtown Denver to the
southeast.
The units are organized around three raised courtyards
(each unique in character) which act as extensions of the
park and open views from the courtyard units.
The five-story building’s mass takes it’s cues from the
idea of “Familiarity” with the near by “Olde Town” feel of
2 story masonry buildings. The units at grade level with the
park are scaled to feel like two story buildings that include
walk-up entries and patios fronting the park. The building
exceeds energy code requirements with high efficiency
building envelope, appliances, and HVAC system.
Park Place is a Public / Private Partnership between

Submitted by:
			
Other Partners:
			

Van Meter Williams Pollack, LLP
Tim Van Meter
Mark Goldberg & Don Berland
Arvada Urban Renewal Authority

The Arvada Urban Renewal Authority [AURA] and private
developers. It reclaims a 2.8 acre parking lot with a “scaled”
5 story urban block that fronts and activates Mcillvoy Park
in Olde Town Arvada. The primary task of Park Place is to
provide an edge and physical definition of the major historic
public park as well as Olde Town proper. By providing this
block of housing, its reinforces security, the park is safer, its
activated with more eyes and people, and helps populate the
Olde Town shops through economic activity.
Park Place is the catalyst project for the Olde Town TOD
implementation. It seemlessly links with its surroundings,
borrowing design cues and building materials from Olde
Town, while transcending a particular design style. Parking
is hidden from the park side view, tucked under and behind
the block where it faces the very busy Wadsworth Blvd.
The placement of Park Place, links it to the Front Range
region through fixed rail transit, and provides a housing
typology that is not currently available in the Arvada
market. Park Place defines Olde Town Arvada’s eastern
boundary with a strong edge, that is compact, dense and
activated. Residents of Park Place have the opportunity to
be pedestrian first by nature.

JURY COMMENTS
Park Place Olde Town is well-scaled and gracious. It has a potential to be a strong gateway. It fits the scale of its context. It is a
good example for dense building in a TOD, an example to show that density can be desirable. Upper level patios are interesting. Parking
areas may disrupt the public realm.
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Perspective of raised courtyard looking West

Perspective looking Northeast from McIlvoy Park

Perspective view from McIlvoy Park looking East

Axonometric view looking Northeast

Perspective looking Southwest from Wadsworth Blvd and Ralston Road

Development of the new light rail station in Olde Town is the catalyst for infill growth in the Town of Arvada. Park Place
Olde Town is envisioned as the model of higher residential density to attract new residents to discover the dynamic Olde
Town. The five-story multifamily residential building will be the first, five-story building in Arvada and will provide 153
dwelling units. All units will have views of the adjacent McIlvoy Park and most units will enjoy views of the Rockies to the
west and downtown Denver to the southeast. The units are organized around three raised courtyards (each unique in
character) which act as extensions of the park and open views from the courtyard units. The five-story building’s mass takes
its cues from the idea of “Familiarity” with the near by “Olde Town” feel of 2 story masonry buildings. The units at grade level
with the park are scaled to feel like two story buildings that include walk-up entries and patios fronting the park. The building
exceeds energy code requirements with high efficiency building envelope, appliances, and HVAC system. Park Place is a
Public / Private Partnership between The Arvada Urban Renewal Authority [AURA] and private developers.

n

Wadsworth Blvd

Ralston Road

Park Place reclaims a 2.8 acre parking lot with a “scaled” 5 story urban block that fronts and activates McIlvoy Park in
Olde Town Arvada. The primary task of Park Place is to provide an edge and physical definition of the major historic public
park as well as Olde Town proper. By providing this block of housing, it reinforces security, the park is safer and is activated
with more eyes and people, and helps populate the Olde Town shops through economic activity. Park Place is the catalyst
project for the Olde Town TOD implementation. It seemlessly links with its surroundings, borrowing design cues
and building materials from Olde Town, while transcending a particular design style. Parking is hidden from the park side
view, tucked under and behind the block where it faces a very busy state highway [Wadsworth Blvd].

n

The placement of Park Place, links it to the Front Range region through fixed rail transit, and provides a housing typology
that is not currently available in the Arvada market. Park Place defines Olde Town Arvada’s eastern boundary with a strong
edge, that is compact, dense and activated. Residents of Park Place have the opportunity to be pedestrian first by nature.
n

Figure Ground of project in surrounding context
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PARK PLACE OLDE TOWN

ASPEN 2020
Category:
Location:
			
Vision: 		

Best Unbuilt Project in Colorado
Aspen, CO; Highway 82 corridor
from Brush Creek Lot to Downtown
Airport to Aspen Tram

Aspen 2020 is an urban design model for a small
mountain town with a strong focus on people, achieving
environmental objectives, and ensuring a more sustainable
economy.
The Aspen community has historically mandated a
high quality of life represented by social, cultural and
economic vitality, strong environmental standards, small
town character, and the efficient and sustainable operations
of a world class resort. But Aspen is on a collision course
with design limits that threaten the above values due to
projected population growth overstressing an outmoded
urban transportation model.
The annual per capita carbon emissions of Aspen are
three times the US national average and seven times those
of Davos and Copenhagen. Aspen’s CO2 emissions from
ground transit alone are 25 tons per capita, per year, and
population growth will drive these numbers higher. Most of
these emissions come from private, commuter, and rental
vehicles, and from a regional public bus system.
Projected population growth in the next two decades
will strain current transportation infrastructure and create
gridlock, air pollution and social stress within Aspen’s
urban core. The city’s collective carbon emissions and PM10 air pollution will damage environmental quality and
reduce Aspen’s economic vitality.
For decades Aspen has suffered regular gridlock on
Main Street, traffic jams on Highway 82, and episodes of
poor air quality. Traffic congestion creates pedestrian and
bicycling challenges and divides the downtown core with
heavily trafficked streets.
Today, 8.5 million vehicles cross the Castle Creek
Bridge to and from Aspen, annually. Population growth
forecasts a tipping point in the near future when traffic

Submitted by:
Other Partners:
			
			

Eduard Oliemans, Concept + Design
Jim Kent, Social Ecologist,
Paul Andersen, Author,
Curt Carpenter, Graphic Design

congestion will turn to gridlock, spawning negative social
and economic impacts. Meanwhile, CO2 emissions are on
the rise in Aspen despite a city goal for dramatic carbon
reductions.
The Roaring Fork Transit Authority (RFTA) is striving
to serve regional transit needs with expansive bus service
that routes over 650 buses through Aspen’s core during
busy tourist seasons. Current plans call for a $10 million
redevelopment of Aspen’s transit center at Rubey Park,
which is currently operating at 160% of capacity.
Aspen 2020 proposes an efficient, multi-modal,
integrated transit system utilizing a state-of-the art tram
that connects to outlying parking and connects with a new
and innovative Galena Transit Plaza. The plan also calls for
transforming Rubey Park and adding bike- and pedestrianfriendly downtown streets based on the European concept
of Woonerf (livable street).
Collectively these elements can reduce traffic congestion
and air pollution while enhancing cultural enrichment and
social vitality. They allow Aspen to function better in 2035
than it does in 2015 as a cool mountain town designed
for people—not cars—while achieving meaningful CO2
reduction.

JURY COMMENTS
Aspen 2020 is an inspirational proposal. It is a very bold and convincing idea; it is a much-needed project. It serves both Aspen and
the Valley. It will ease bus traffic as well as other vehicular traffic. The space needs are well-addressed through detailed urban design
solutions. Ruby Park is appealing with the transit center. It’s an “it has to happen” kind of proposal. It may have an element of social
justice in terms of providing equality in access to transportation in a place like Aspen - a highly gentrified environment - but this aspect
was not emphasized in the entry documents.
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Aspen 2020
An Urban Design Model for a small mountain town
with a focus on People, achieving Environmental Objectives,
and Ensuring a more Sustainable Economy
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THE C HALLE NGE

THE SOLUTI ON

• Traffic Congestion and Gridlock overwhelms • Create an Integrated, Multi-Modal Transit System
existing outmoded urban transportation system with a zero-emissions Airport to Aspen Tram
• 2015 Bus Traffic at Rubey Park | 672 trips/day • Move the transportation hub to a new Galena
(projected to be 1,200 trips/day by 2020) Transit Plaza, a world-class transit and visitor’s center
through the heart of downtown Aspen near downtown • Transform the outmoded Rubey
Park Transit Center into a multi-use center conducive
to cultural enrichment and relaxation
• CO2 and PM-10 Emissons | 700% Greater than • Reduce traffic in downtown Aspen by building
similar European ski towns like St. Moritz or Davos parking structures at the Brush Creek Intercept Lot
and Airport
• 8,500,000 vehicles will cross • Create Woonerf (Livable Streets)—Pedestrian and
Castle Creek Bridge into and out of Bike-Friendly downtown streets • Made possible with
Aspen in 2015 efficient and comfortable Public Transit, connected to
convenient Parking

MIDTOWN AT CLEAR CREEK
Category:
Location:
Size:		
Time Frame:
Project Type:

Best Unbuilt Project
Pecos and 67th, Denver, CO
180 acres, including 43 acre Park
2013 - 2018
Brownfield Redevelopment

Midtown at Clear Creek is a brownfield site located
northwest of downtown Denver. The land previously had
been home to an airplaneparts manufacturing facility,
causing groundwater contamination. The land was sitting
abandoned, creating an eye soar for the surrounding area.
The land was purchased by a developer with a vision
of reclaiming the land for the purpose of residential and
mixed-use, and an extensive, 6 year long clean-up process
began before the land could finally be developed.
The site is well-located relative to employment in
the Denver area and approximately seven miles from
downtown Denver, allowing for a commute of as little as
10-20 minutes. In addition, the adjacent Clear Creek trail
and future Light Rail stations to be developed near the
site encourage alternate transportation options, appealing
to today’s buyer looking for a home to support a lifestyle
rather than just fulfilling a need.
Like most large urban infill sites around the country, the
Midtown site presented some challenges: the surrounding
land uses had historically been industrial in character,
schools were not as strong as one would like, and the
physical appearance of the site was very raw.
The community identity embraced the imperfection
of the area and created an artful sense of place, while
celebrating the surrounding culture and history. To do this,
architecture guidelines and community planning were
established, introducing fresh, artful homes for families and
individuals with a zest for urban living that were positioned

Submitted by:
			
Other Partners:
			
			

Brookfield Residential,
Kristin Peterson
Norris Design, DTJ Design,
Waner Construction Company,
Recycled Materials Co, Arcadis

on streets connecting everything to the center. This fresh
character style was defined to include no less than two
elements added to a basic plan –fresh forms, fresh materials,
fresh details, fresh colors or fresh corners.
This sense of variety was carried over into the home
offerings found within the community as well. Singlefamily homes of varying widths with side, front and alleyloaded garages, townhomes, apartments and three-story
single family homes were included in the plan.
In addition builders were required to use green building
practices and include the most progressive methodsand
materials available. Smart design and advanced building
techniques and features were executed in a way that
consumers understood, and demanded.
Next, creating a community epicenter, which would
also double as a place-making element, became key for
walkable amenities and conveniences. A common gathering
building, community gardens, retail space, centralized mailroom and a temporary dog-park were introduced, creating
a village-feeling for residents as well as a defined sense of
arrival.
The idea to create a well thought-out place that
encourages variety appeals to an urban-minded buyer and
celebrates the industrial surroundings while utilizing natural
and responsible materials is at the center of the vision of
the community. The result will provide meaningful change
by simultaneously engaging in urbanism, infrastructure,
architecture, construction practice and conservation.

JURY COMMENTS
Midtown is a successful development on a challenging brownfield site. The surrounding uses – mostly under-utilized industries
– are discouraging; many would think this site would be a tough place for a residential neighborhood. However, the project truly
transformed its surroundings and created value. One-sided Main Street at Pecos creates limited urbanity, but it’s a start. The project
embraces its residential neighbors by providing connections. The proposed restaurant that will serve food grown in the community
gardens is a very positive contribution. The gardening park is a strong proposal. The metro-home real estate community was surprised
by its success. It created a positive trend of urbanism in Westminster. Interesting and unique architecture. Use easements on sideyards
along with sideyard-oriented houses is an innovative idea and it works well. The plan would benefit from more pocket parks. All single
family; more diversity would be benefit the neighborhood.
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The coolest old places make

The coolest new places
SITE PLAN
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DESIGN BOOK | THE NORTH NEIGHBORHOODS
Category:
Location:
Time Frame:
Project Type:

Best Tactical Urbanism or Intervention
Stapleton - Denver, Colorado
Project Completion March 2012
Design Guidelines

The goal at Stapleton is to actively support the
development of high performance homes and landscapes
in partnership with builders. Builders must embrace the
concept that the various parts of a house and lot work in
harmony with the environment, while at the same time
meeting homeowner expectations of health, safety, comfort,
durability, and energy efficiency. The guidelines and
standards set forth in the Design Book help to ensure that
the North Neighborhoods develop with all of the qualities
of a strong urban neighborhood, including diversity, life on
the streets, and a timeless character.
The Design Book is organized into the following
chapters:
Chapter 01 Introduction: presents the context and vision
for the North Neighborhoods.
Chapter 02 Neighborhood Design: sets forth standards
for eleven lot types, ranging from large single-family lots to
multi-family row houses and green court houses.
Chapter 03 Architectural Design: addresses common
architectural elements, such as porches, doors, windows,

Submitted by:
Other Partners:
			
			
		

Forest City Stapleton, Inc.
Calthorpe Assoc., AECOM,
Wolff Lyon Architects, 				
Pel-Ona Architects & Urbanists,
Stella Color, STRADA

materials, and more, which affect the character of the
neighborhood. Particular attention is given to the primary
facade in order to ensure that buildings address the streets
appropriately and include human-scale details to add
interest to the streetscape.
Chapter 04 Architectural Style: This chapter presents
five architectural styles along with specific compositions
that mix complimentary styles. The primary inspiration for
the five architectural styles come from Denver’s established
neighborhoods and the expanding horizons of a prairie
landscape.
Chapter 05 Landscape Design: The standards presented
in the Landscape Design chapter address single-family and
multi-family residential developments as well as the public
way.
Chapter 06 Design Book Administration: details the
submittal processes for builders and developers and explains
the role of the Stapleton Design Review Committee,
who are instrumental in guiding the development of the
neighborhood.

JURY COMMENTS
The Stapleton Design Book is very thorough, comprehensive, and detailed. Effective and appealing illustrations, well-explained
and structured. The Design Book is not just regulation, it is a document that promotes some of the CNU principles in a sophisticated,
refined, and well-organized way. The renderings depict inspiring places and also illustrate the down-to-earth details of how to build
urban spaces, which is what CNU is all about. It is not a proposed project but a recipe.
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taking potential to reality

plan

PEL•ONA

ARCHITECTS AND URBANISTS
4676 BROADWAY, BOULDER, COLORADO
(303) 442-7876

design

Architecture • Urban Design • Planning • Code Writing
TIMELESS, GREEN, ENERGY EFFICIENT AND URBAN

develop

WWW.PEL-ONA.COM

entelechy can bring your visions to reality
denver . colorado
303.331.1171
www.entelechydesign.com
As always we need your support. You may be an event sponsor or an annual
sponsor on several levels. You may also prefer to provide an ad similar to what
you see on these pages. If you are interested in these options and would like more
information please visit:

WWW.CNUCOLORADO.ORG
or contact:
Korkut Onaran: Korkut@Pel-Ona.com (303.557.8188) or
Cheney Bostic: Cheney@vmwp.com (303.298.1480)
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